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Truthfully, anything can go viral on the internet. Whether it’s a photo, an animation, an article,
a quote, a tweet, a person, an animal, an idea, an argument, a coupon, an event, or anything
else -- it has the power to go viral if it appeals enough to the masses and is shareable. While
going viral is a relatively simple concept, defining the threshold or benchmark for when
something has actually gone viral is complicated. Oct 26, · Viral means becoming extremely
popular in a very short amount of time. Often for something to be considered viral it needs to
make its way . Viral videos can turn formerly-unknown YouTube users into Internet
celebrities overnight. Having a video go viral is promotion that marketers wish they could buy.
Unfortunately, the very nature of going viral means that you can't predict what will go viral
and you can't just make it happen.
"go viral" - used in reference to Internet content which can be passed through electronic mail
and social networking sites (Facebook, etc.): an image, video, or link that spreads rapidly
through a population by being frequently shared with a number of individuals has 'gone viral'.
Christianity Today () The video has gone viral, with many praising the passers-by for
intervening. Times, Sunday Times () Footage showing the mayor being hauled off by police,
some of them wearing masks, quickly went viral on social media. A viral video is a video that
becomes popular through a viral process of Internet sharing, typically through video sharing
websites, social media and email. [4] [5]. Going Viral Set Event Class Tribe Trick Abilities
All Zombies get +1 /+1 and Frenzy. Shuffle three Going Viral cards into your deck. Draw a
card. Though Zombies can't get ill, this plague is totally sick. Going Viral is an event zombie
card in Plants vs. Set: Event.
The Math of Going Viral. The Math of Going Viral. Social Media Trends. What does it mean
for something to go viral? If you see the same Upworthy post five times on your newsfeed, has
it gone viral? If you share a petition that you signed, does that make it more viral? Can an
entire website go viral, or is it just for videos?
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